
Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context (Espoo, 1991) - the
'Espoo (EIA) Convention'

Article 3

NO I'IFICA]ION

Notification to an affected Party of a proposed activity under article 3 of the Convention

l.INFORMATION ON THE PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Information on the nature of the ac

Type ofactivity proposed - Production ofphosphoric acid and phosphogypsum storage

Is the proposed activity listed in appendix I to the Convention? Yes No

Scope of proposed activity
(e.g. mqiq activity and anylall peripheral activities requiring assessment) - Phosphogypsum storage

Scale of proposed activity
(e.g. size, production capacity) - 460,000 t ofphosphogypsum /year

Description of proposed activity
(e.g. technolory used) Production ofphosphoric acid generates large quantities ofphosphogypsum as a by-product
which have to be put into storage. The phosphorypsum storage will be developed in stages. From the aspect of the
occupied surface, exploitation will take place in thLree phases, actually in 8 stages with regard to occupied volume.
The first three stages implies occupation of the entire planned surface and overbuilding to elevation of 18 m, while
the following three stages include overbuilding to height of 36 m. The seventh and eighth stage include
overbuilding to the final height of 50 m. Within the each stage exploitation will be organized in several cassettes, 2
or 3. The 15 cassettes will be formed. The cassettes are formed in order to establish the operational regime in which:
one cassette is operational (it is used for phosphogypsum storage); one cassette serves its a backup (it is prepared for
reception of phosphorypsum and from there is dispatched phosphogl,psum for the market), while one cassette is out
of use (it is drained in order to enable overbuilding or extraction of phosphogypsum for the market).

Description of purpose of proposed activity
Phosphogypsum is separated as a by-product during production of phosphoric acid. The quantities of
phosphogypsum we 4-5 times higher than quantities of acid produced as a main product. According to its properties
phosphogypsum is similar to other industrially produced g/psums, with minor differences in relation to natural
S/psum. Its applicability in indusuy and construction trade is well known. However, the produced quantities of
phosphogypsum far exceed quantities which can be sold and, therefore, it is necessary to be put into storage.

Rationale for proposed activity
(e.g. socio-economic basis, physical geographic basis) The issue related to the application ofphosphogypsum
is closely connected to the produced quantities since they exceed quantities which can be applied in industry
during the same period. At present, ELIXIR PRAHOVO LTD PRAHOVO utilizes the old phosphogypsum
storage, formed almost 50 years ago at the site located around 2.4 km from the factory. Its regulation and
upgrading to the currently required legal and technical level (in accordance with internationally recognized
standards and the best available technology - BAT for construction of those facilities) is technically
complicated and unprofitable. It is important to underline that there is no possibility for a long-term disposal
of newly generated quantities of phosphogypsum at the existing storage. Because of that ELIXIR PRAHOVO
LTD PRAHOVO has started activity on the establishment of a new storage place at the more favorable
location as a long-term solution. The new site is more favorable since it is located closer to the factory.



Additional information/com ments

Location
Prahovo is located in Negotinska Krajina in the northeastern part of Serbia. Industrial and commercial
complexes are located in the surrounding and within territory of Prahovo: Elixir prahovo Ltd prahovo,
Jugopetrol facilities Prahovo, the Prahovo Port, Krajina Rivei shipping and Hpp Djerdap. The company
"Elixir?rahovo Industry of Chemical Products Ltd Prahovo" is situated near the bank of the Danube river and
the Prahovo Port, in 

"udutttllpTlcipality 
Prahovo. The area belolgs ro the Negotin geodetic sheet in eastern

Serbia, between 4400' and 44020'Norttr iatitude and 4400' and +qoTo'nast longitude, relative to Greenwich.
The Prahovo village is located I km on the west. The Danube flows in a west-eist direction, at around 100 m
from the company's location and also forms the state border with the Republic of Romania.

Description of the location
(e'g' physical-geographic characteristics, socio-economic characteristics) The chemical complex in prahovo
occupies around 135 ha, i.e. 95 parcels, of which 13- is,partially occupied, while the remainin! number is fullyoccupied. The largest part of the area is occupied by the industriil .o-pl.* Elixir prahovo Ltd. ilahovo, which islo^c1ted at the cadastal parcel No. 2300. The remaining occupied p*."i, are for the purpose of accessory facilities
of the complex ELXIR PRAHOVO LTD. PRAHovO. tvtorpnologically, the terra'in is plain with elevation
differences of up to 20 m. The highest elevations in the wider area orile iniusfial complex it-xn pRAHovo
LTD' PRAHOVo are located in the village of Prahovo (64 masl). The lowest elevation of th e analyzedterrain islocated on the bank of the Danube river (34 masl). The lowest elevation of the phosphogypsum storage place willbe the elevation of the lower level of disposal site, which is planned at+46 m.From the aspect of regional geolog,,
Frahovo is located within a wide valley called'Negotinska iftajina', which represents the part of thi so-called areacarpatho-Balcanica The company ELIXIR PRAHovo LTD. PRAHOVo was built on the euatemary sedimentsof the river terrace of Pleistocene age, formed under impact of the Danube river. The euaternary sedimentsrepresent the most important hydrogeological unit in this area, of which is formed the wide river terrace between
the Danube river and the Deli Jovan mountain. The Quaternary cover consists of river terrace sediments (tD andlacustine sediments of Pliocene age. Prahovo is an industrial sittlement of a compact type. It occupies the area of
\957 ha: According to the inventory of 2011, the number of residents was 1,197, r.e. ill men and 619 women.
The total number of households is 434, while the average number of residents per household is 2.76.In prahovo
mainly live Serbs (93.29o/o), while the minority includes Vlachs, Romanians, Montenegrins, Gypsies and Croats.The average age of residents is 47.7. It is evident that during the period 196l-20ll dre rcno of decreasingpopulation was permanently presented. The local population is mainry employed in the processin!, t uffi", for.rtand agriculhfal indusfties' The employment rate riached sigrificantly higher levels in the t97bs and l9g0s
gomp-alng !o the employment figures at present. It is consequence of social changes and hansition process in theRepublic of Serbia as well as economic crisis both on regionai as well as on global ievel.

Rationale for location of proposed activity
(e.g. socio-economic basis, physical-geographic basis) At present, ELXIR GRoup LTD. pRAHoVo utilizes the
old phosphorypsum storage place, formed almost 50 yr*i ago at the site located around 2.4kmfrom the factory.
The old storage is formed on the tenace above the Danube river and occupies around 54 hectares. The level of the
hydrotechnical regulation gfthe area conesponds to standards applied in 1960s. Its regulation and upgrading to the
cunenlly required legal and technical level is complicated and unirofitable. Because of that ELIXIR GRoUp LTD.
PRAHOVO has started activity on the establishment of a new storage at the more favorable location. The new
location is more favorable since it is, in one hand, closer to the factor!, providing lesser fansport costs and easier
organization of production and, in the other hand, the distance tom tfri Danube river is gr"ut"r, providing safer
operational conditions, and, consequently, possible negative effects on the river are reduced.

Time frame for proposed activity
(e.g. start and duration of constuction and operation) Phase overbuilding ofthe phosphog,psum storage provides a
cettain accumulation space in each stage. The formation and utilization dyrramics is 

-developed 
for the most

disadvantageous scenario when all the quantities of phosphogpsum has to be siored since phosphogpsum cannot be
sold on the market. While the stages last fiom 1.6 to 5.4 years, in fte occupied area can be aeuetopea tfri rto*g. in which
can be stored the entire quantity of phosphogzpsurn" without sale or increase of capacity for the period of24 -29 years.



Maps and other pictorial documents connected with the information on the proposed activity
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The facilities' locations with stage development of the phosphogypsum srorage

Additional inforrnation/comments

The location ofthe old phosphogypsum storage

(iii) Information on expected environ."

Scope of assessment
(e.g. consideration of: cumulative impacts, evaluation of alternatives,
of peripheral activities) - The Environmental Impact Assessment
Project - cumulative impacts.

sustainable development issues, impact
Study of the Phosphogypsum Stoiage

Expected environmental impacts of proposed activity 
-

!:::3;::3:::':t:"c:*a1) 
- 

fnvrlbnmental impacts assessment of the project takes into consideratiexpected environmental effects based on implernentatibn of the n.rt er"ir"ir"t"i#t:JAfij ffil:ffi:j.T



designe phase and the Best Management Practices (BMP) which are applied during consffuction and
operation of the new phosphogypsum storage. The environmental effects are classified inlhe following way:
physical surrounding - soil (physiography, geology and soil), water (surface and underground resources), air(climate, air quality and noise); natural enviionment - aqueous and earth habiiats; socio-economic
environment - the existing and planned utilization of land and resources and economic activities related to it.
It can be concluded based on the analysis of distribution of suspended particles pMl0 emitted from the
technological process of phosphog)?sum storage in the complex of Elixir prahovo Ltd. prahovo that
immissions of suspended particles, in the area oflhe nearest ,."ipto., (residential buildings in the village of
Prahovo), will not exceed prescribed limits of 50 pglm3. tt is a retiable estimate that the noise and vibration
connected with activities on phosphogypsum storage will not have impact on the nearest residential buildings
in the village of Prahovo. It has also been estimited that the future phosphogypsum rto.age will not have
impacts on the groundwaters in the Elixir Prahovo complex. The concentrations of the dep'osition particles
generated with activities on the phosphogypsum storage will not exceed limit values in the area of residential
buildings inthe village ofPrahovo. From the aspect oiphosphogypsum storage, and based on the estimate ofthe width of the vulnerability zone and the anilysis oi *tnrriuitity, it can be concluded that in a case ofpotential accident, it is only realistic to expect minor level of accident. The consequences of accident would
be, fust of all, limited to the part of facility in which storage is performed. It means that potential accident
would not have any direct consequences for the entire complex. Accordingly to the aforementioned, it is not
expected any significant environmental impact caused by the activities oi phosphogypsum storage or byexistence of the storage in Elixir prahovo Ltd. prahovo.
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Inputs
(e.g. raw material, power sources) - Planned annual electricity consumption is 643,6g0 kWh, what for the
phosphogypsum annual storage capacity of 460,000 t provides a normative of 1.40 kwh/t of storedphosphogypsum.

Outputs
(e'g' amounts and types of emissions into the atmosphere, discharges into the water system, solid waste) - Ithas been planned the annual phosphogypsum production of4oo,od0 t. ln the continuous operation zqo'm3tnof technological water will be delivered to the storage place, of which l9o;jth *ill f,.i.tu*.d to tt"factory' The remaining s0 m3/h remains in the storage ai ciemically bound water or pore water. The oblectiveis to remove the entire. quantity of technologicaf water delivered to the storagi, i.". zqo;;n: i;;;wastewaters, it should be noted that the designed technology of phosphogvpri- storage guarantees itsabsence' The expected emissions of suspended particles ln air iithe tto.ugi toiailon and its itoser ano furthersurrounding will not exceed values which are defined for the quality of ambient air.

Transboundary impacts
(e'g' types, locations, magnitudes) - Based on expected environmental impacts of proposed activity
transboundary impacts are not expected.

Proposed mitigation measures
(e'g' if known, mitigation measures to prevent, eliminate, minimize, compensate for environmental effects) -
The project provides air protection in several steps: The storage location has selected both in accordance tothe "wind rose" of the projectsite 

.and in a way to minimize tlie impact of potential dust dispersion from thestorage; Formation of powerful "wind-protection" "greenbelt" is planned around the storage, *tri.t *iot t *ittb9 from 25 m up to over 50 m, which consists of suitable species of trees; The initial peri-pheral embankment
will be made from coarse-grained and properly rolled mateiial to prevent dust regardless of the intensity andwind direction. For water protection the following measures are undertaken: Selected the site is near the
factory, i'e. there are no surface water courses in thi area; The bottom and internal slopes of the storage will
be hydro insulated with geomembrane (liner) made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE); closed cycle of
industrial water will prevent formation of waste water in the way that the entire water from the storage,
drainage water as well as water from the settling pond are collected in the specially designed pumping station
and delivered to the phosphoric acid factory for reuse; The peripheral protection cinals a.e constructed
around the storage in order to prevent entrance of water from thi sr-rrounding into the storage and its mixing
with waters from the storage. The preventive environmental protection measures include: The control of noise
level within the chemical complex and phosphogypsum storage and optionally at surrounding residential
buildings; The reduction of noise of individual planis and machiies; Application of the acoustic protection by
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means of physical barriers and fences if required (formation of the aforementioned greenbelt for dust
protection of surrounding air and soil will greatly influence the environment quality from thi aspect of noise).

Additional information/com ments

Name, address, telephone and fax numbers - Name: ELIXIR PRAHOVO INDUSTRY OF CHEMICAL
PRODUCTS LTD. PRAHOVO (Director: Strahinja Golubovi6), Address: Radujevadki put bb, 19330 prahovo,
Srbija, Phone: +381 19 543 991, Fax: +381 19 542 885, e-mail: office@elixirp.uhouo.rr.

Yes No
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